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ABSTRACT
This paper is a critical assessment of some recent empirical
evidence on theextentof international capital mobility. Its major
conclusion is that while much of this evidence is difficult to
interpret without ambiguity, it is consistent with a world economy
in which the degree of capital mobility is high and increasing.
Two main approaches to the measurement of capita]. mobility are
discussed. The first, traditional, approach is based on comparing
expected yields on assets located in different countries. The
second,and more novel, approach is based on comparing national
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effectively opened in December 1980.
On the whole, therefore, data on onshore—offshore interest dif-
ferentials imply a substantial degree of capital mobility among OECD
countries. In the face of this strong evidence of efficient interna-
tional portfolio allocation at each point in time, it is difficult to
understand assertions that the allocation of portfolios over time
somehow consistent with substantial arbitrage opportunities.
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unit of the consumption good and pays its owner p units of consumption
after a period. F is just the world rate of interest, and it is a
parameter from the standpoint of the small economy.
Output y is a function fR'in) of domestic capital and labor.
H.,.) exhibits standard properties, including constant returns. The
labor force is assumed to equal (l+g)t, and therefore grows at rate g.
Labor cannot migrate across national boundaries. A unit of saving may be
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economy to foreign portfolio investment. lndeed, in an
economy with full international portfolio diversifica—
pect domestic residents to own a negligible share of
irm when human—capital risk is approximately uncorrelated
m s profitability. But if h0, national income data for
o section IV would nonetheless show NIA net saving and
as being perfectly correlated precisely when investment is
correlated with the economically relevant measure of saving.
prevalence of earnings retention as a means of financing
2
corporate investment lends empirical significance to this problem. But
the magnitude of the errors involved is unknown. Gross capital flows
between countries are very large even though net flows, as measured by
current account imbalances, have been small (see section Ill). So while
the problem may be of minor importance for the U.S., where the ratio of
foreign—owned capital to total capital is low, it may be of greater
importance in other economies. It should also be remembered that in
reality, NIA saving differs from true saving not only because of capital
gains on foreign—owned shares but because of unobserved capital gains on
foreign shares owned by domestic residents. The effect of this addi-
tional discrepancy on the correlation between NIA saving and investment
is theoretically ambiguous.ation
t prot
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0 11 ( 0
the two series are absolutely summable,—35.-
[Fuller(197) theorem6.5. 13. It can be shown that the random variable
(T[Cç1(0— (0)3has a limiting normal distribution with mean 0 and
variance equalto FltHannan 1970), theorem 143 chapter iV).Therefore
(41)JT(rj —p1
in distribution. From (41), th asymptotic standarderror c-f r51 is just
(42) M/To.s (0i i(0)3.
Thevariances and a11(0) in (42) can be consistently es-
timated by sample variances. It isalsopossible to estimate M consis-
tently irthetime domain by truncating the infinite sums in (40)at
as jthatincreases sufficiently quickly with sample size and sub-
stituting sample covarlances for their populationcounterparts. However3
S.in;letun (19601 and Hodrick and Srivastava (1965) havesuggested a
frequency—domjrT procedure for estimating Flthat is more convenient from
acomputational point of view. That procedure is implemented inobtain-
ing the standard error estimates reported below.




Thenthe spectral density matrix for the vectorprocess
at frequency iisgiven by
(44)sk)(1121T) E '(u)e'
11where ij-i.Direct computation using c43) and (44) shows that N can
be written in the form
(45) N =2111 ssii +(V3du.
Consistent estimates of the spectral density matrix s() may be used in
"6
formula (45) to obtain a consistent estimate of M/
The results, for the entire sample available since the return to
convertibility, are presented in table 1.
A pronounced pattern emerges from these estimates. For the smal-
lest countries, Australia and Austria, the contemporaneous correlation
between t(SI6NF) and t(lIGNF) is low. In the case of Austria, r51 is
statistically insignificant. For Canada, Germany, and the United
Kingdom, the correlation coefficients are statistically significant but
lower than the cross—sectional coefficients reported in the Feldstein—
Horioka papers. Dn]y in the cases of Japan and the United States, with
r51 values of 0.846 and 0.908 respectively, are thecorrelations of the
same order of magnitude as the coefficients estimated by Feldstein and
Horiok'a. Also, it is only in the cases of Japan and the U.S. that the
estimated coefficients do not differ significantly from I, the theoreti-
cal value under complete capital immobility. However, the U.S. is the
largest country in the world economy, while Japan has had extensive
capital—account controls until very recently.
The results of table 1 therefore suggest that the measured saving—
investment correlation is an increasing function of country size. Except
where capital controls were an important factor, the correlation is low
for small countries, moderate for medium—sized countries, and high for
the largest country. Harberger (1980) and Murphy (1984) have argued that
the link between saving and investment will increase with country sizeTable 1
Estimated Correlations between Chanqes in Saving and Investment Rates
(Quarterly Data)
Country Sample Period Standard Error
Australia 60:! —83:Iv 0.194 0.106
Austria 70:11 —84.1 0.13: 0.195
Canada 59:! —84:11 0.550 0.125
Lermany 60:111 —84:11 0.649 0.133
Japan 59:1 —83:IV 0.846 0.140
United Kingdom 59:1 —84:11 0.604 0.166
United States 59:1 —84:11 0.908 0.143because a ccurt'7 ati I itv
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ounaro for the services of inanc
third set of reasons is related to technological
muni cat I UPS and dat a—processinqareas. The fourth crc-c ems
multinatcnai corporate activit 28
These considerations suggest that thestochastic propert
saving-investment process may have changed over time. Toinves
this possibility the samples were split at 1972:IV and thecor
coeHiclents were estimated separately over the sub—samples.
dure was not carried out for hustri.a because the dataon that
are available only from 1970.) Table 2 reports the results. jr
except that of 4ustralia,r51 drops——sometimes dramatically——be
earlier and later periods. This evidence is consistent with the
widespread belief that the decree of international capital mobility
increased after 1972:IV. Note that for the second sub—sampler51 reman-s
more than two standard deviations below I for all countries other than
Japan and the U.S. But once again, the high estimated correlations for
these two countries can be ascribed to capital controlsin the Japanese
case and country Size in the U.S. case. Because the estimated correla-
tions are higher before 1973: I and because smallersample size results
in less precise estimates,r51 lies within two standart errors of 1 more
frequently in the first sub—sample than over the complete sanple.
One further test can be conducted to help evaluate theargument
that high values ofr01 for the United States are a consequence of its
size rather than capital immouil i ty.The Uni ted F ingdom occupied a
similarly dominant position in the world economy during thepre—Worid
War I gold-standard era, particularly from 1870onward, and its ex-
perience then is often cited as the oTable 2
Estimated Savinu—Investeent Correlations up to and after 197:IV
(Quarterly Data)
Country r51 up to 72:IV after 72:IV
Australia 0.095 (0.147) 0.331 (0.155)
Canada 0.716 (0.193) 0.399 (0.143)
Germany 0.747 (0.198) 0.536 (0.168)
Japan 0.885 (0.184) 0.723 (0.190)
United Kingdom 0.622 (0.196) 0.593 (0.235)
United States 0.962 (0.191) 0.870 (0.207)
Note: Standard errors appear in parentheses.direct evidence that the U.S. results are consistent withsubstantial
ecbiIit.hc.tccrreiatonbetweenchangesinU.h. savinQandinvest—
rentratecc\ErtheQoib—standard
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2. As noted by Kotlikoff (1984), there are special circumstances (such
as those assumed in the static Heckscher—Ohlin trade model), in which
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dstein and Horioka (1950) recognize the potential importance of
factors affecting both saving and investment, but assert (p. 319)
eir strong results place 'the burden of identifying such common
factors' on proponents of the hypothesis that capital is interna
y mobile. The demonstration in this section that equally strong
can emerge in a world with perfect capital mobility hopefully
ibutes the burden more equitably. The empirical relevance of the
driving this sections simulation example is discussed below.
(1955) points out that least—squares estimates of do not
the effect of aggreqate saving on investment when fiscal policy












lb. 6rowth rates g were taken to beaverage annual real 6DF growth rates
over 1970—1979, as reported in the United Nations Statistical
book, 1981, table 30. (The GDP growth rate for New Zealandwas calcu-
lated from data reported in the InternationalMonetary Funds
tional Financial Statistics.) Laborssharp, 1—e, was calculated as the
ratio of employee compensation to national incomein 1970. These data
were taken from OECD, National ccounts of OECDCountries, vol. II,
1974. No attempt was made to correct for thelabor income of the self—
employed, so the estimate of 1—u used is an underestimateof labors
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phasized by Feldstein and Horioka (1980) and Feldstein
net concepts are the economically meaningfulones. s
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•a figure that is enormous by postwar standards
I. The temptation to quote Keyness description of
stible: The inhabitant of London could order by t
is morning tea in bed, the various products of the
such quantity am he might see fit, and reasonably
delivery upon his doorstep', he could at the same m
means adventure his wealth in the natural resources
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decide to couple the security of hs fortunes with the good faith of the
or he couldReferences
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or informatiw, might recommend. He couldsecure 1orthwith if he wished
it, cheap and Comfortable meansotransit to any country or climate
without passport or other forsality, cCulddesatch his servant to the
neighbouring office of a bank for such supply of theprecious metals as
might seem con'enient. and could thenproceed abroad to foreign Quar-
ters, without knowledge of their religion,language, or customs, bearing
coined wealth upon hi person, and wouldconsider himself greatly ag-
grieved and much surprised at the leastInterference. But, most Impor-
tant of all, he regarded this state of affairsas normal, certa n, and
permanent, except in the direction of furtherimprovement,
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